SSC Bundle Update Process
Potential Bundle Revision Triggers: Applies to amending, retiring or adding elements

- SSC Guideline(s) Revision Published
- Breaking Clinical Trials
- Data Analysis Validates Need

1. Implication Considerations
   - Strength of evidence
   - Impact factors: EHR, education requirements, processes of care on all stakeholders
   - Timeframe possible
   - Unintended consequences
   - Regulatory considerations across the globe

2. Consideration, Notification & Vote
   Steering Committee evaluates and informs Executive Committee of recommendation:
   - If Yes to Proceed move to step 3
   - If No STOP

3. Panel ID & Budgets
   - Steering & Executive Committees
   - Relevant stakeholders (EM, ID, HM, pre-hospital, others)
   - QI/Implementation scientist consultants
   - Budgets: meeting, materials, communications

4. Consensus
   SSC & advisory invitees confer followed by:
   - SSC discussion & vote to proceed
   - Open comment period
   - Final review all inputs issues a recommendation

5. Consideration & Vote of Consensus Recommendation
   - SSC Executive Committee
   - SCCM Executive Committee
   - ESICM Executive Committee

Release Bundles to Public
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